Intrievex Overview
Now finding information is easy

Who we are
Intrievex is an information retrieval technology and services company. We make
the science of document and information retrieval simple, reliable and more valuable to you and your business.

Why we do what we do
We believe there’s a better way to find
information and we think finding infor-

We provide information retrieval tools and services like our new intelligently disruptive CourtsOnline.com, to industries including legal, title, real estate and medical.
Our proprietary and unique technology is easy to use, secure and the most cost
effective. Headquartered in the technology corridor of Redmond, WA, Intrievex attracts the country’s sharpest entrepreneurial engineers and leaders. Facts and data
don’t lie. Let us retrieve the truth for your business.
We’re Intrievex – A better way to find information.

mation should be simple. We keep these
guiding principles as our compass in
delivering services and solutions to our
customers.

Cost Reduction
èè Realize

operational

cost

savings

through operational integration of
data.

How we do it:
We provide information retrieval tools and services over the web, through data
feeds and database backfills to industries including legal, title, real estate, and medical. Our proprietary technology is simple and secure and we support your business

èè Offer

the most inexpensive solutions in

the market.

Customer Focus

needs with flexibility and responsiveness.

èè Think

We make finding information simple through a better search experience, advanced

èè Be great partners who value customers

features and a welcoming and modern user experience. Our data can be delivered
in various methods and formats to suit the customer’s needs.

What we do:
Our new flagship application – CourtsOnline.com – is a proprietary technology that
provides a better search experience using the web 2.0 to access, search, and retrieve
court case records.
Users can use the web platform to perform searching for all cases associated with a
specific person or business in one or more courts. In addition, it allows you to search
for a particular case number in a specific court.
Access is available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, making court records research
possible when needed, rather than just during business hours.

long term and customer rela-

tionships are key.
success.

Robust Data
èè Offer

customized, robust data solu-

tions.
èè Offer

multiple geographies.

èè Offer

national bankruptcy coverage.

èè Data

should be fresh and reliable.

èè Develop

a growing national footprint.

Technology
èè Automation

of electronic uploads
eliminate data entry.

èè Develop

tools that are easy to use.

User Friendliness
èè Provide

a better search experience

with richer results.
èè Offer

premium support.
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What we do
CourtsOnline
Our new flagship application – CourtsOnline.com – is a proprietary technology that
court case records.

What Customers
Are Saying

Users can use the web platform to perform searching for all cases associated with a

“We use CourtsOnline for a variety of things

specific person or business in one or more courts. In addition, it allows you to search

including checking the status of pending or-

for a particular case number in a specific court. Access is available 24 hours a day,

ders, obtaining copies of missing pleadings,

365 days a year, making court records research possible when needed, rather than

and obtaining background information and

just during business hours.

documents for new matters. This is especially

provides a better search experience using the web 2.0 to access, search, and retrieve

helpful when preparing new business reports.

Daily Data Feeds
We provide daily data feeds for most industries that are dependent on data sources,
such as legal, title, real estate, and medical. One of our most active sectors is the title
industry where real estate title plants produce information to support reports for
production operations in title companies.
Our daily data feeds service provides customers with data by case type and by
court, filed for a specific day or any time period. Feeds can be provided in virtually
any format or data type that is compatible with a client’s upload utility. This allows
you to keep your databases up-to-date with the constantly changing data in your
industry.

For all of these tasks, CourtsOnline provides a
very useful and convenient service.”
Mitch Livingston,
Director of Operations, Bishop,
White, Marshall & Weibel, P.S.

“We have been using data services from Intrievex for the past several years. Based upon
the integrity of the data, exceptional service,
and demonstrated expertise, I would heartily
recommend Intrievex data systems without
hesitation. We have been thoroughly satisfied

Data Records Backfill
Our data records backfill service is the sister service to our daily data feeds. Our
software is highly-flexible and capable of working in almost any industry with any
type of data set.
As we prepare to get you up and running on daily data feeds, we also look histori-

since the induction of the system into our title
operation and rely on the information it provides for us daily.”
Erik Bauer,
Data Administration Manager,
Property Insight

cally to sweep the data and backfill your databases as far back as you need. You pick
the date range and data set, and we do the work. These one-time bulk data backfills
are a great way to make your information current and more robust.

”We have been working with Intrievex to utilize their historical data as well as their daily
data feeds. We have been quite pleased with

Web Docket Viewer

the quality of the data as well as the customer

The Web Docket Viewer can be integrated into any web based software platform.

place and solid data.”

support and service. They have a great team in

Within the Title industry, the Web Docket is integrated into your title plant software
allowing you to view a court case record docket right in the interface. This gives you
a seamless integration of data and software, all in one system.

Craig Muldoon,
Vice President of Market Development,
RedVision
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